The management of design information, including component parts, schematics, and associated design details, becomes a more daunting task with each passing year. If you’re in charge of maintaining this growing trove of information, assuring that it is easily accessible from ERP or PLM applications, as well as facilitating collaboration between design teams, then you understand that proper installation and management of a highly integrated toolset is critical to keeping the design process at your company running smoothly.

Mentor’s Xpedition® EDM (engineering data management) tool suite facilitates creation and management of engineering component, library and design data to ensure quality, integrity and security throughout the product development flow.

To aid with the rapid deployment of the Xpedition® EDM tool suite, we also offer comprehensive services and training to help you achieve maximum productivity in a minimum amount of time.

**EDM Consulting and Methodology Services** – provides you with consultation, implementation plans and training for your EDM tool environment. Elements of these plans would include:

- Site assessment, either on-site or remotely
- Configuration of environment, tools and data models
- Data cleansing and loading for component metadata, library data, and documents
- Deployment of the completed solution to the user community
- Knowledge transfer on the environment and configuration and associated best practices

**Key Benefits**

- EDM Consulting and Methodology Services
  - Enables efficient deployment of EDM to your user base
  - Speeds adoption by users worldwide
  - Lessens time-to-productivity for your design teams
Training
Targeted classes are also available to help you build your knowledge in the use and maintenance of your EDM environment:

Administrator Training - sessions designed to instruct data management and staff on the underlying details of the EDM environment. Topics covered include software installation and configuration, EDM server deployment and management, and user/group management practices.

Design Training - introduces new users to the Design client interface, the Xpedition flow within the EDM environment, xDM collaboration tools and practices, and release process/practices for design data.

Design Project Manager/Design Administrator Training – provides proven techniques and practices for setting up projects, managing design templates, Baseline generation and management, data and design importation, and data release.

Your Mentor account representative can help you construct a Services plan drawing from one or multiple Mentor Consulting Services, managed in a way that best meets your organization’s goals.

Related Services

- Valor NPI
  - Services designed to maximize the utility of Valor NPI for accurate, cost-effective, and efficient product introduction

- High Speed Design
  - Collaboration and consulting in addressing signal integrity, power integrity and interconnection effects in board & systems design

- Systems Design Methodology
  - Offerings designed to help you achieve optimum productivity in multi-board system design

Ready to Talk?
Contact your Account Representative or email us at mentor_consulting@mentor.com